
There is a birds nest
mess of thread

Why Your Sewing Machine Is 
Ruining Your Fun

A Simple Troubleshooting Guide

Sewing started too
close to the edge

Sewing started too
close to the edge

The top thread needs 
rethreading if below

or bobbin if it is above

The top thread needs 
rethreading if below

or bobbin if it is above
The needle is blunt,
 bent or not the right

type for the fabric

The needle is blunt,
 bent or not the right

type for the fabric

The presser foot
was left up

The presser foot
was left up

The bobbin tension is
tight but the needle

tension is loose

The bobbin tension is
tight but the needle

tension is loose

There is fluff or
dust in the path of

the thread

There is fluff or
dust in the path of

the thread

Bobbin tension
is too loose

Bobbin tension
is too loose

The bobbin needs
rethreading

The bobbin needs
rethreading

Sewing was too near
the edge without an

overcast foot

Sewing was too near
the edge without an

overcast foot

The needle is blunt,
 bent or not the right

type for the fabric

The needle is blunt,
 bent or not the right

type for the fabric
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The thread ends weren't pushed
back out of the way when you
started to sew and got caught

The thread ends weren't pushed
back out of the way when you
started to sew and got caught
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There are stitches
missing

The needle is blunt,
 bent or not the right

type for the fabric

The needle is blunt,
 bent or not the right

type for the fabric

The timing has
been disrupted and

Needs fixing :( 

The timing has
been disrupted and

Needs fixing :( 

The bobbin is facing the
wrong way

The bobbin is facing the
wrong way

The top thread has got
caught somewhere

The top thread has got
caught somewhere

The tension needs
adjusting

The tension needs
adjusting

The top thread was
threaded with the
Presser foot down

The top thread was
threaded with the
Presser foot down

The needle wont
bring up the bobbin

thread

The needle is bent or
Inserted incorrectly

The needle is bent or
Inserted incorrectly

The top thread needs
rethreading

The top thread needs
rethreading

The bobbin isn't inserted
Correctly or not enough
Thread was pulled out

The bobbin isn't inserted
Correctly or not enough
Thread was pulled out
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The thread keeps
breaking

Thread is low quality (poor quality
threads break more easily, leave

more fluff floating around inside your
machine and often have small knots)

Thread is low quality (poor quality
threads break more easily, leave

more fluff floating around inside your
machine and often have small knots)

The thread is too thick for 
the eye of the needle (esp.

with size 70 or smaller)

The thread is too thick for 
the eye of the needle (esp.

with size 70 or smaller)

A little bit of thread from the
First break has got caught

somewhere

A little bit of thread from the
First break has got caught

somewhereNew needle was
inserted

off centre

New needle was
inserted

off centre

The needle keeps
bending / breaking

The machine is
hitting pins

The machine is
hitting pins

There are sequins or 
beads that need trimming

out of the way
for seams

There are sequins or 
beads that need trimming

out of the way
for seams

The top and bottom threads
need completely rethreading
The top and bottom threads
need completely rethreading

The bobbin has changed
shape (especially

common with old plastic
ones)

The bobbin has changed
shape (especially

common with old plastic
ones)

The bobbin was
The wrong way

around

The bobbin was
The wrong way

around

Your pushing your fabric
rather than letting the

feed dogs move it through

Your pushing your fabric
rather than letting the

feed dogs move it through

There is a rough spot snagging the thread
e.g. cracked bobbin or a small nick

from a bent needle that needs 
smoothing with wire wool / sandpaper

There is a rough spot snagging the thread
e.g. cracked bobbin or a small nick

from a bent needle that needs 
smoothing with wire wool / sandpaper

The top tension is too
tight

The top tension is too
tight

The needle is too thin
for the fabric

The needle is too thin
for the fabric

There are too many layers
of fabric or the machine
Isn't suited for a tough

fabric e.g.
hard leather

There are too many layers
of fabric or the machine
Isn't suited for a tough

fabric e.g.
hard leather

The presser foot your using
has metal in the path of the

stitch you chose

The presser foot your using
has metal in the path of the

stitch you chose
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The fabrics start the
same length but when I sew
them together they end up

different

There is too much friction on
top stretching knits or feeding

woven fabrics on top slower (a 
walking foot or knit foot is needed)

There is too much friction on
top stretching knits or feeding

woven fabrics on top slower (a 
walking foot or knit foot is needed)

The weight of an unsupported
large piece of fabric was pulling

It out of position

The weight of an unsupported
large piece of fabric was pulling

It out of position

When sewing around
curves, the layers needed
 to be stabilised more with

a shorter stitch length,
lifting the presser foot with

the needle down to pivot the 
fabric together or more pins /

basting stitches

When sewing around
curves, the layers needed
 to be stabilised more with

a shorter stitch length,
lifting the presser foot with

the needle down to pivot the 
fabric together or more pins /

basting stitches

The fabric is just really slippery /
stretchy and would be easier to

sew sandwiched inside 2
pieces of tissue paper.

The fabric is just really slippery /
stretchy and would be easier to

sew sandwiched inside 2
pieces of tissue paper.

The feed dogs are
lowered or covered
The feed dogs are
lowered or covered

The fabric is too
thick for your 

machine or selected
presser foot

The fabric is too
thick for your 

machine or selected
presser foot

The presser foot is too
uneven e.g. tipped backwards
to start or sideways over the
edge of a bulky seam and

may need folded cardboard under
to even it out

The presser foot is too
uneven e.g. tipped backwards
to start or sideways over the
edge of a bulky seam and

may need folded cardboard under
to even it out

The thread has got
tangled underneath

(see birds nest above)

The thread has got
tangled underneath

(see birds nest above)

A thread has got caught
Around your presser foot
A thread has got caught
Around your presser foot

There is damage to the
needle plate snagging

on the fabric

There is damage to the
needle plate snagging

on the fabric

The presser foot
isn't lowered

The presser foot
isn't lowered

The machine is still
on bobbin winding

mode

The machine is still
on bobbin winding

mode
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The needle keeps dropping out
- especially when using a 

Ruffler / Walking foot

At some point a replacement screw
was fitted to hold the needle in
place that was slightly too short

(NB. Too long may increase chances
of thread breakages)

At some point a replacement screw
was fitted to hold the needle in
place that was slightly too short

(NB. Too long may increase chances
of thread breakages)

The flat side of the needle
has not been correctly lined
up on inserting the needle

The flat side of the needle
has not been correctly lined
up on inserting the needle

The screw isn't being
undone enough on
inserting the needle

meaning it hasn't gone
all the way in, so it drops 

out easier

The screw isn't being
undone enough on
inserting the needle

meaning it hasn't gone
all the way in, so it drops 

out easier

The screw isn't tight enough.
although most of the time
hand tightening is often

sufficient, the extra vibration
on a walking or ruffler foot

means that a gentle tighten 
with a screwdriver is often 

needed

The screw isn't tight enough.
although most of the time
hand tightening is often

sufficient, the extra vibration
on a walking or ruffler foot

means that a gentle tighten 
with a screwdriver is often 

needed

Rough edges (burrs) may
have occurred inside the

screw and left small metal
splinters. Take the screw

right the way out, right the
way back in, then all the way
back out again before using 

again to try to improve it.

Rough edges (burrs) may
have occurred inside the

screw and left small metal
splinters. Take the screw

right the way out, right the
way back in, then all the way
back out again before using 

again to try to improve it.

Bent needles are more
likely to snag and pull loose.
reduce the chance by using
the correct needle for the

fabric and avoiding sewing
over pins or sequins etc.

where possible.

Bent needles are more
likely to snag and pull loose.
reduce the chance by using
the correct needle for the

fabric and avoiding sewing
over pins or sequins etc.

where possible.
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